Adaptive modulation exploits the time-variant channel capacity uctuation of fading channels using a range of di erent modem modes. Speci cally, no information is transmitted, when the instantaneous channel Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is low and hence during this period the data must be buffered, which results in delay or latency. When the instantaneous channel quality improves, 2-, 4-, 16-and 64-level modem modes are invoked, which allows the transmission bu er to be emptied. It is shown that channel capacity gains are achieved at the cost of some latency penalty. The latency is quanti ed in this treatise and mitigated by frequency hopping or statistical multiplexing. The latency is increased, when either the mobile speed or the channel SNR are reduced, since both of these result in prolonged low instantaneous SNR intervals. It is demonstrated that as a result of the proposed measures, typically more than 4dB SNR reduction is achieved by the proposed adaptive modems in comparison to the conventional benchmark modems employed.
INTRODUCTION
Steele and Webb 1, 2] proposed adaptive di erentially encoded, non-coherently detected star-constellation quadrature amplitude modulation 3] (Star-QAM) for exploiting the time-variant Shannonian channel capacity of fading channels. Their work has stimulated further pioneering work, in particular by Kamio contributions will be addressed in somewhat more depth at a later stage. The principle of operation is to employ the most appropriate Transmission Scheme (TS) on a burst-by-burst basis, in order to maintain a certain target Bit Error Rate (BER) performance. The most appropriate TS is dependent upon the instantaneous Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), which varies as the channel experiences narrow-band fading. The TS that is used is selected as follows 1) where s is the instantaneous signal level, N is the average noise power, and l1, l2, l3 and l4, are the BER-dependent optimised switching SNRs. Time Division Duplex (TDD) was proposed, in order to estimate the channel conditions on a slot by slot basis 20] . This requires up-and down-link slots in the TDD frame to be adjacent for every user, rather than employing the conventional con guration, where the down-and up-link slots are in separate halves of the frame. Furthermore, bringing the corresponding duplex up-and down-link slots closer to each other implies that now the time duration from the down-link to the next up-link transmission is extended and hence the channel correlation between the mobile reception and transmission is reduced. This problem can be mitigated by 'passively' evaluating the received signal level of the TDD slot preceeding the mobile's up-link slot. Following this 'passive reception', up-link transmission takes place, which is the basis for the channel estimation for the down-link transmission, etc. The upper-bound BER and Bit Per Symbol (BPS) channel e ciency performance of such a scheme in a Rayleigh fading channel was given in Reference 19] . These adaptive schemes need a reliable transmission of the modulationmode classi er, for which Otsuki, Sampei and Morinaga 7] proposed a Walsh-function assisted signalling scheme to inform the receivers as to the modulation scheme employed, while in Reference 21] an un-equal protection ve-phasor constellation was proposed for the same purpose, conveying the above-mentioned ve modem modes used. Chua and Goldsmith 11] proposed the employment of concomitant variation of both the modulation scheme and the transmitted power and in 12] they showed that there was a BERdependent required power discrepancy between the their Switching SNRs(dB) adaptive regime and the channel capacity. This corroborates the experience that the higher the acceptable BER, the better the system's capacity approximates the Shannonian chanel capacity. They showed that using ve to six different constellations it is possible to achieve a performance very close to that of the best possible system imposing no restrictions on the number of modulation constellations. In contrast to previous studies on modem spectral e ciency, where conventional xed modems were used, in 3] the radio capacity of adaptive di erentially detected noncoherent modems was studied by simulation using various radio cell constellations and a propagation prediction tool, while Alouini 17] . Speci cally, the simulation and theoretical results by Goldsmith and Chua showed that a 3dB coding gain was achievable at a BER of 10 ?6 for a 4-sate trellis code and 4dB by an 8-state trellis code in the context of the adaptive scheme over Rayleigh-fading channels, while a 128-state code performed within 5dB of the Shannonian capacity limit. The bene ts of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) in adaptive modems were quanti ed by the Japanese teams from Osaka and Tokyo 10], while some of the latency aspects were addressed in 22]. It has also been shown 23] that Powell's optimisation 24] may be employed to nd the appropriate modulation switching SNR, in order to ensure that BERs of 1 10 ?2 and 1 10 ?4 are maintained for average channel SNRs in the range of 0 to 50 dB over a Rayleigh fading channel. For the lower-delay, higher BER speech system and the lower-BER, higher-latency data system two di erent sets of optimum switching SNRs were designed, which maintained the above mean-and peak-BERs, respectively. The corresponding switching SNRs l1, l2, l3 and l4 are shown in Table 1 . The average throughput B of an adaptive modulation scheme, which is expressed in BPS, was derived for a Rayleigh fading channel in Reference 19] :
where F(l; L) = 1 L e ?l=L ; l 0 1 (3) is the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the received SNR l = s 2 =N and L = S=N is the average received SNR, 1 The helpful corrections of the anonymous Reviewer are gratefully acknowledged.
provided that the instantaneous signal amplitude s is Rayleigh distributed, obeying 25]: F(s; S) = 2s S e ?s 2 =S ; s 0;
while S is the average signal power. The individual terms in Equation 2 correspond to the 1, 2, 4 and 6 bits/symb modem modes used between the corresponding thresholds of Table 1 . In this contribution the actual average number of transmitted bits per symbol is kept below the BERspeci c maximum value B in order to be able to invoke more robust, but lower-capacity and reduced-latency modem modes using the techniques to be highlighted during our further discourse. Following a brief discussion on the latency problem and bu ering in Section 2 our simulation model is described in Section 3 and the system's latency performance is characterised in Section 4. Then frequency hopping and statistical multiplexing are introduced in Sections 5 and 6, as two counter-measures exhibiting di erent properties, in order to mitigate the associated latency. Lastly, Section 7 provides a comparison with conventional xed modulation schemes, before concluding in Section 8.
THE LATENCY PROBLEM
An appropriate technique to manage the variable throughput intrinsic to adaptive modulation is to implement a buffer between the channel codec and the modulator. The bu er holds data, when the channel conditions result in a low-throughput, low-order modulation scheme being employed. When the channel conditions improve and highorder modulation schemes are employed, the bu er can be emptied. In order to make the system's operation plausible, as a stylised illustrative example, the instantaneous 'fullness' of the bu er and the e ective BPS performance B = B computed from Equation 2 are shown in Figure 1(a) as a function of the transmission frame index and average channel SNR, respectively. Our simulation model is the subject of the next section and hence at this early stage of our discussions it is premature to state quantitative system-performance details, apart from the fact that the bu er length has rami cations as to system latency. Throughout our experiments we used normalised Doppler frequencies, in order to render our results more generically applicable to other systems. We note that normalisation was carried out by multiplying the Doppler frequency fD expressed in Hz with the transmission frame duration of 4.615ms, a practical value used for example in the Global System of Mobile communications, known as GSM 31, 32] . Lower normalised Doppler frequencies result in higher temporal channel correlation, which is exploited in order to estimate the channel quality and, therefore, to employ the most appropriate modulation scheme. Ironically, very lowDoppler channels result in prolonged fades that contribute to the adaptive modulation's latency. For given average channel conditions the average BPS performance of an adaptive modulation scheme in a Rayleigh fading channel is characterised by Equation 2. In practice, if a bu er is to be employed, the average throughput must be less than this performance limit, in order to prevent a bu er-length build-up, which would result in in- Figure 1: Instantaneous bu er-length, instantaneous throughput and BPS performance for adaptive speech and computer data schemes, values of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 and for a range of average channel SNRs creased latency in interactive speech or video communications. Therefore, it is assumed that the average number of transmitted bits per symbol period is given by B B, allowing us to de ne the 'relative channel utilization factor' = B=B. Explicitly, in order to prevent a bu er overow and high speech or video latency, the average number of bits transmitted per symbol is kept below B, therefore, < 1. The bu er will introduce latency to the transmission and this latency will depend upon the fading frequency, the modulation switching SNRs, the average channel SNR and . The average BPS performance of an adaptive, 1% mean BER speech, and a 0.01 % mean BER computer data scheme for values of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 is shown for a range of average channel SNRs in Figure 1 (b).
SIMULATION MODEL
For the modelling of the Rayleigh-fading channel two approaches have been considered. Jakes 33] Rayleighdistribution hypothesis testing 37] for the two methods and for a variety of reasons the latter quadrature noise source method was preferred. A convenient approach to understanding how the above parameters will a ect the latency of an adaptive modulation scheme is to describe the transmission mode switching scheme with a Markov model 26]. This approach is appropriate for modelling the throughput of adaptive modulation, because the modulation scheme employed is only dependent upon which of the switching SNRs the instantaneous SNR falls between. By contrast, the BER depends upon the actual value of the instantaneous SNR. Adaptive modulation is applicable to a range of system environments, such as that of the Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) 27], where the frame length is 10 ms, to an Advanced Time Division Multiple Access (ATDMA) environment 28] with a 5 ms frame length or to the forthcoming Universal Mobile Telecommunications System's (UMTS) indoor-speci c environment 29, 30] , which has a frame length of 4.615 ms. This frame length is also identical to that of the GSM system 31, 32]. Accordingly, every 4.615 ms the TS to be employed by a particular user was re-evaluated. The normalised Doppler frequency of the fading, again, was computed with respect to the transmission frame rate, rather than to the more conventionally used symbol duration, and this determined how often actually the employed TS varied. Markov techniques were used to model the TS that would be employed. Transition probabilities between 'adjacent' TS schemes, such as BPSK and 4QAM may be evaluated analytically using the approach of Wang and Moayeri 38] or by simulation. However, simulations showed that the probability of non-adjacent transitions, such as a BPSK frame followed by a 64QAM frame were not negligible for the system parameters of interest, in particular for more rapidly uctuating higher Doppler frequencies. Hence we decided to determine the maximum Doppler frequency up which the Wang Hence, for the sake of generality, the Markov transition probabilities used to evaluate the latency of our adaptive modem were generated by simulation. Furthermore, these simulated transition probabilities include the nite probability of transition to and from 'non-adjacent' transmission modes of the adaptive regime. The Markov transition probabilities of our adaptive modem were evaluated by simulation for average channel SNRs of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50dB, and for normalised Doppler frequencies of 0.0042, 0.025, 0.054, 0.079 and 0.133 over a Rayleigh channel, using both the peak and mean BER 1% and 0.01% (speech and computer data system) switching SNRs of Table 1 . In order to stipulate the system parameters, the general issue of latency in adaptive modulation is considered complying with the FRAMES consortium's approach to UMTS, which was highlighted by Ryck et al in Reference 30] . The current FRAMES proposal in the 2GHz band includes a Time Division Duplex (TDD) option with a 4.615 ms frame duration, up to 64 slots per frame for 2GHz transmission.
Including adaptive modulation in this frame-work results in a temporal di erence of 72 s between channel quality estimation and transmission, assuming that up-link and downlink slots consecutively follow each other, as portrayed in Figure 2 , and 'passive reception' of the preceeding timeslot's signal is invoked, in order to infer an estimate of the up-link channel's quality. This gure will be discussed in more depth during our further discourse. At a vehicular speed of 5 ms ?1 72 s corresponds to 360 m or to a minute fraction of about 0.5 % of the carrier wavelength. Therefore, it is assumed that the fading envelope does not vary signi cantly between estimation and transmission. Accordingly, every 4.615 ms TDD-frame the transmission scheme to be employed by a particular user will be reevaluated. The Doppler frequency, normalised to the transmission frame rate, will determine how often the employed transmission scheme will actually vary. The modulation mode transitions for a particular user were characterised by a Markov model, where the transition probabilities were evaluated by simulation for the sake of maintaining validity at higher Doppler frequencies, as argued before. Our performance results are related to a propagation frequency of 2 GHz, to a frame duration of 4.615 ms and to normalised 
SINGLE SLOT PERFORMANCE
The initial evaluation of the latency considers a single user, who is allocated a single up-link slot within the TDMA/TDD frame of Figure 2 , where the up-link slot is immediately followed by the down-link slot for the same user, noting that the associated hardware rami cations are beyond the scope of this paper. It is assumed that the desired throughput for the up-and down-links is the same, what we refer to as 'balanced TDD'. Furthermore, because the channel is assumed to be reciprocal, the latency experienced by both the upand down-link transmissions is the same. Every user may employ 'no transmission', BPSK, QPSK, Square 16 or 64 QAM in the slot allocated to them. The same modulation scheme must be employed over the full length of the slot. It was also assumed that the bu er was initially empty. The delay for a single user, that is allocated a single slot, transmitting over a Rayleigh fading channel was evaluated using the con guration of Figure 2 . Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of the number of frames, by which each bit was delayed, were evaluated for 2 10 6 frames, with of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8, average channel SNRs of 10, 20, 30 40 and 50 dB, normalised Doppler frequencies of 0.0042, 0.025, 0.054, 0.079 and 0.133, and for both the BER=1%-optimised speech and the BER=0.01%-optimised computer data transmission switching SNRs of Table 1 in the absence of interference. It should be noted that during this evaluation of latency there was no limit imposed upon the bu er length. However, in Section 7.2, where adaptive modulation is compared to xed schemes, the bu er is limited to the maximum allowed speech-speci c and memory-constrained data latency. Observe in Figure 3 that for both speech and data transmission the CDF reaches unity less rapidly, as the Doppler frequency is reduced, implying an increased relative frequency of longer bu er build-up. Hence, as expected, the average delay increases with lower normalised Doppler frequencies. Furthermore, due to its more stringent BER, the computer data system results in longer delays than the speech system. The e ect of a lower normalised Doppler frequency is that it prevents the transmission scheme from changing very frequently. Hence, there are relatively long periods, where the instantaneous transmission capacity is higher than the input rate, followed by relatively long periods of the reverse situation. This is what results in bursts of latency. At higher normalised Doppler frequencies the transmission scheme changes more frequently and the latency is reduced. For the speech system a maximum of four frames latency introduced by the modem was considered acceptable, which corresponded to less than 20 ms, or one typical linear predictive analysis speech coding frame duration 39]. The delay CDFs of Figure 3 were processed in order to determine the proportion of bits that were transmitted within the acceptable four frame latency. For the computer data system no maximum delay was imposed, instead, the mean delay was considered. shows that an increased normalised Doppler frequency reduces the latency. This is particularly conspicuous, when the average channel SNR is low, manifesting itself in a near-constant CDF gradient tending towards unity. For high average SNRs the Dopler frequency is less critical, which can be con rmed for example by comparing the curves associated with the average channel SNRs of 10dB and 30 dB. This improvement results from the reduced number of consecutive 'No Transmission' frames. At 30 dB, the probability of 'No Transmission' is very low and, therefore, even a highly correlated, slowly fading channel results in only a few adjacent 'No Transmission' frames. Although the full set of Markovian transition probabilities are not included for reasons of space economy, by considering these transition probabilities this tendency can be con rmed. For example, while in a slow-fading channel exhibiting a normalised Doppler frequency of 0.004170 and a rather low 10 dB average channel SNR, we found that the probability of 'No Transmission' was 0.192 and the probability of remaining in 'No Transmission', given that this is the current transmission scheme was found to be 0.980. By contrast, at the signi cantly higher 30 dB SNR these probabilities became 0.0021 and 0.775, respectively, which re ects the reduction in delay inferred from Figure 5 . For average channel SNRs in excess of 20 dB the latency performance shown in Figure 4 (a) is nearly always acceptable for speech systems, irrespective of the value of the 'relative channel utilization factor' , when the normalised Doppler frequency is higher than 0.025. However, at lower average channel SNRs the value has a greater bearing upon the latency. Therefore, in principle the speech codec could be re-con gured depending upon the average channel SNR, as proposed in Reference 40] . However, whereas in Reference 40] the speech codec was recon gured in order to transmit the lower-rate speech signal using a more robust, but lower capacity modem mode, in our current system it would be re-con gured in order to reduce the latency in icted by the lower average channel SNR experienced. Observing now Figure 4 (b) reveals that the mean delay for the computer data system is also reduced, as the normalised Doppler frequency increases. It is interesting to note that for all values and for all average channel SNRs the shape of the curves in the gure is similar. Bearing in mind the logarithmic nature of the y-axis, this gure again shows that the increased de-correlation of higher Dopplerfrequency channels has greater e ect upon the latency of systems under low average channel SNR conditions. Fur- thermore, most of the delay-reduction is observed due to the initial increases in normalised Doppler frequency, whereas for values in excess of about 0.02 the curves become more at. Figure 5 (a) shows how the latency performance of our fastest and slowest experimental fading channels, associated with the Doppler frequencies of 0.004170 and 0.133427, respectively, converge at high average channel SNRs, irrespective of the values. This is because the instantaneous channel SNR is virtually always greater than l4 and, therefore nearly always Square 64QAM is employed, irrespective of the normalised Doppler frequency. At 20 dB average channel SNR the latency is almost independent of for the faster fading channel, while for the lower fading rate there is nearly a factor of two performance di erence between values of 0.6 and 0.8. Figure 5(b) shows the convergence in latency performance for both fading rates at high average channel SNRs. The gure also suggests that an increased average channel SNR results in more signi cant bene ts in terms of latency performance for slower fading by exhibiting a steeper gradient. However, the increased additional average channel SNR also increases the average BPS performance, B, as shown in Figure 1(b) . In this context increasing the average channel SNR reduces the latency, while increasing the throughput. In summary of our previous discourse, the latency ramications of adaptive modulation in a variety of scenarios have been considered. The following two sections consider techniques mitigating the latency introduced by adaptive modulation.
FREQUENCY HOPPING
The results above show that reduced correlation in the fading channel reduces latency in an adaptive modulation scenario, although it degrades the quality of the channel estimation due to the more rapidly evolving fading envelope. The correlation may be reduced by including frequency hopping into the system. This has no adverse e ects upon the channel estimation, when it is performed using the previously mentioned 'passive reception', where the estimated TDD up-link timeslot's channel quality is inferred from passively evaluating the quality of the preceeding down-link timeslot. The other advantage of de-correlating the fading is that the PDF of the instantaneous BER will have a lower variance and hence will be more concentrated around the average BER experienced by the source coded frames, since the amount of time spent in a deep fade is statistically speaking limited to a single burst, rather than in icting long strings of high-BER frames. This vindicates the decision to use the mean BER switching SNRs, from Table 1 for these experiments rather than the peak BER switching SNRs. The proposed frequency hopping scheme was simulated assuming M independent fading channels, with a frequency hop every TDD frame. All of the previous experiments were repeated employing M = 2; 3; 5 and 10 fading channels. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the e ect of M independent frequency hopped channels upon the latency of the speech and computer data transmission systems, for 10 and 20 dB average channel SNRs, values of 0.6 and 0. It is only considered for the speech switching SNRs, because the computer data is less dependent upon system latency. We note, however that invoking this technique implies both an increased system complexity and the inclusion of a packet header overhead. In our proposed statistical multiplexing scheme the number of slots allocated to a user is now adaptively controlled in order to compensate for the di erent BPS channel capacity of the various modem modes. Table 3 shows the number of TDD slots allocated to the various modem modes. As the channel conditions deteriorate, the modulation order is reduced and, therefore, the number of slots per frame is increased. These slot-demand increases in a TDD frame are statistically independent of each other for all users and hence, assuming a su cient number of users, the variation in demand is averaged. When the channel becomes so poor that transmissions will result in an unacceptable error-rate, that is the modem is in the 'no transmission' mode, no slots need to be occupied for transmission, however, 1 up-and 1 down-link slot is reserved in order to assist in channel estimation. Here we refrain from detailing the corresponding base station and mobile station operations, which are summarised in more depth in the Appendix.
Statistical Multiplexing Performance
The performance of the proposed statistical multiplexing scheme was evaluated for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 users and 20, 30, 40 and 50 dB average channel SNRs. In all cases we employed = 0:8, the peak BER switching SNRs were used and for each simulation all users were assumed to be experiencing the same average channel SNR. The performance was only evaluated for the 1 % BER adaptive speech scheme and results were obtained for normalised Tables 4 and 5 summarise the number of users accommodated on a single adaptive TDD carrier using the structure of Figure 11 , with a 99 % and 95 % probability of a four or fewer frame delay, corresponding to a maximum of about 20ms. When all users experience 40 or 50 dB average channel SNR, 30 'balanced duplex' users can be accommodated, assuming the FRAMES con guration. There is a limit of 31 duplexed users because the proposed statistical multiplexing algorithm maintains one pair of slots for each user, even if they are not transmitting, as was shown in Table 3 . Furthermore, one pair of slots are used for sending the broadcast control slot-status information for the statistical multiplexing, as seen in Figure 2 . Employing two, rather than one control slots allows us to accommodate strong channel coding and to exploit the otherwise unused 32nd up-link slot duration. The performance of the statistical multiplexing scheme is considered in more detail at SNRs of 20 and 30 dB in Figure 7 . Figure 7 (a) shows that a high contention permission probability, p, increases the delay, since there are too many packet collisions and renewed contentions. However, a large p has greater negative e ect at 0.025 normalised Doppler frequency than at 0.0042. This is because at very low normalised Doppler frequencies the modulation scheme employed on a particular base-station to mobile-station link changes very infrequently. Therefore, the modem mode does not change frequently and hence extra slots are rarely required and consequently contention rarely occurs. However, as the normalised Doppler frequency increases, slots in the frame are exchanged between users more frequently and the probability of contention increases. This increase in contention is superimposed on the e ect that as the normalised Doppler frequency increases, the adaptive scheme's throughput varies less from the average throughput and therefore fewer symbols spend a long time in the bu er. Comparing Figure 7 (a) with 7(b) shows, how the probability of unacceptable delay increases, as the number of users is increased from 15 to 20, by 33 %. The delay becomes worse at all normalised Doppler frequencies and p becomes a more critical parameter after this increase of the number of users. A further increase from 20 to 25, by the same number of users is illustrated by Figure 7(c) . Again, the delay performance becomes worse at all normalised Doppler frequencies. Also shown in this gure is, assuming 20 dB average channel SNR and 25 users that the contention at very low normalised Doppler frequencies results in catastrophic delays if p 0:60. From gures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) it was decided to use a permission probability of 0.3. 6 = 0.1,0.2,0.6 p 6 = 0.1,0.7,0.8 0.7,0.8 or 0.9. or 0.9. Table 6 . For each of the xed schemes the data was interleaved over four consecutive TDD frames, yielding a latency of about 30ms. The FER was evaluated for the four xed schemes shown in Table 6 Table 7 . Under slow fading conditions the interleaving had no e ect upon the required average SNR, however, for the fastest fading it resulted in a reduction of 2.6-4.3 dB in terms of the required average channel SNR.
Adaptive Scheme
In adaptive modulation a frame error can occur for two reasons, either as a result of the noise corrupting a sucient number of bits, such that the BCH codeword is overloaded, or, alternatively the frame experiences too high a delay and it is therefore not transmitted. The frames lost due to corruption yield the FER, the frames lost because of delay result in a Delay Error Rate (DER) and the total rate of corrupted frames is the Total Error Rate (TER). For the xed schemes the DER was zero and therefore TER equals FER. An ideal adaptive modulation scheme balances the DER and FER in order to minimise the TER and this is to a certain extent analogous to the trade-o in BER and BPS performance. From the frequency hopping investigation in Section 5 it is clear that DER can be reduced for no cost Table 7 : Average Channel SNR (dB) required to obtain 1% FER when using the xed modulation schemes described in Table 6 under Slow (0.136 ms ?1 ) and Fast (4.32 ms ?1 ) Rayleigh fading conditions. in FER. However, the intention of this comparative study is to employ adaptive modulation under the most demanding conditions and therefore a single-frequency statistical multiplexing is used to reduce the DER without frequency hopping.
Performance Evaluation
The switching SNRs to be used for the adaptive modulation scheme were the speech system's optimised mean BER levels and the speech system's peak BER levels from Table 1 . We opted for employing the block code BCH(63,39,4), since it was the most robust code from the n = 63-bit long BCH code family, that would achieve the 41.6 Kbit/s useful target rate without the required value becoming too high for average channel SNRs of approximately 20 dB. Depending upon which mode the adaptive modem was in, 0, 1, 2, 4 or 6 codewords could be transmitted per frame as exempli ed by Table 8 . The performance of the adaptive scheme was evaluated using the statistical multiplexing algorithm from Section 6. The ratio was no longer xed. Here, the adaptive modulation and statistical multiplexing support 195 bits/frame for every user that is accommodated and therefore, irrespective of the average channel SNR, each user adds ve BCH(63,39,4) codewords to its queue. This yields a throughput of 42.25 Kbit/s, which is slightly in excess of the target value of 41.6 Kbit/s. Frames that were in the transmission bu er longer than 30 ms were removed from the bu er and were not transmitted. The relative frequency of this event gave the above-mentioned delay-induced DER estimate. Perfectly coherent detection and channel estimation was assumed, as it had been for the xed modulation, and the SNR was assumed to be constant over a 72 s slot. The FER was evaluated using the same technique as was used for xed modulation and the results were obtained for the same Slow and Fast fading rates. All users transmitting in the TDD frame had the same throughput requirements, average channel SNR and fading statistics. Table 9 shows the DER, FER and TER for both the mean-BER and peak-BER switching SNRs of Table 1 , in both the Slow and Fast Rayleigh fading channels, for various numbers of users at average channel SNRs, when all the users are generally achieving the desired error-rate and delay performance. Several observations may be made from Table 9 :
The DER with peak BER switching SNRs is higher than with mean BER switching SNRs. This is because the peak BER switching SNRs are higher and, therefore, the throughput is on average lower. This means that there is more possibility of frames being dropped from the transmission bu er due to delayed transmission. The FER with peak BER switching SNRs is less than with mean BER switching SNRs. This is the reverse situation compared to above, since the higher switching SNRs result in higher integrity for the data transfer. The FER is the same for the equivalent Fast and Slow fading scenarios, however, as expected, the DER reduces with increased mobile speed. When the number of users increases, while maintaining the same average channel SNR, the DER increases. This is a result of the extra contention for slots, when using low-order modem modes. When the average channel SNR increases, while maintaining the same number of users, the DER reduces. This is because all users will on average require fewer slots or experience fewer 'no transmission' instances. From the Table it can be concluded that combined adaptive modulation and statistical multiplexing can support 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 TDD users at 20, 20, 22, 26, 28 and 30 dB average channel SNRs, respectively, at either of the investigated velocities or at either set of switching SNRs. The number of users supported by the xed modulation schemes can be calculated by taking the 32 duplex slot pairs and dividing them by the number of slots required per frame, as given in Table 6 . The results are shown in Figure 8 for the Fast and Slow fading environments, with and without interleaving, although the points for the slow channel coincide. The adaptive performance is also shown, however it should be noticed that the line given is for the Slow fading channel and better performance is achieved by the Fast fading channel, hence the label 'Worst Case'. Table 8 : Transmission rate for statistically multiplexed adaptive modulation scheme showing the desired number of slots to achieve a throughput comparable with the xed scheme in Table 6   0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35 Number of users supported Figure 8 shows that the adaptive scheme can support at least as many, and often 25 % more multi-media users than the BPSK, QPSK and Square 16 xed modulation schemes over the worst-case Slow fading channel. Through the Fast fading channel, with the exception of 5 users, the adaptive modulation can match the performance all the xed schemes but at slightly lower average channel SNRs. There are however, two key points that have not been expressed so far, which further improve the performance of adaptive modulation over the xed schemes that are elaborated on below:
Current
The overall e ect of a given DER and FER upon the quality of a wireless service is not the same. With a xed scheme the DER is zero and therefore all errors are caused by corruption, rather than delay. This has the advantage that since systematic block codes are used, the decoder can output the received information bits, rather than erroneously decoding them, when the code is overloaded. Alternatively, the overloaded block may be ignored at the receiver. Either way, without the use of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) techniques, which exhibit an associated delay, redundancy and additional complexity, the transmitting source encoder does not know the condition of the received block. With adaptive modulation and the peak switching SNRs the FER can become very low, as seen in Table 9 , and the DER approximates the TER. As a consequence of this, assuming an FER=0 and with the knowledge of when packets are dropped, it possible for the source encoder to have near-perfect knowledge of what is received at the decoder. This is useful in preventing the propagation of errors resulting from the encoder ignorantly assuming that its local decoded state is the same as the decoded state at the other end of the link. The results for the xed modulation were evaluated using BPSK, QPSK, square 16 and 64 QAM. The optimum operating SNR range of these xed schemes is based around a particular SNR value. If the average channel SNR increases, the BER performance will improve, and if the average channel SNR reduces the BER performance will deteriorate. There is no capacity for reassigning the number of slots to a user, as the average channel SNR varies. Without this reassignment every xed modulation user will potentially require a margin of SNR to protect it against reducing average channel SNRs. Furthermore, as the average channel SNR increases, the lack of capacity to reassign slots results in fewer users being supported than possible. Slot reassignment is possible for the xed modulation schemes 41], however, it incurs an additional transceiver recon guration capability beyond the scope of this work. Figure 9 , however, the number of users supported by the adaptive schemes is always equal or greater than the number of users supported by the xed schemes, as was shown in Figure 8 . Considering Figure 9 (a) it can be seen for the Slow fading channel, that with the exception of one value the adaptive scheme results in a higher integrity in terms of TER than the xed scheme. Furthermore, for the slow fading channel there is no clear advantage in using either the peak or mean BER adaptive switching SNRs. At the higher speed seen in Figure 9 (b), both sets of switching SNRs show even greater improvements over the xed schemes and there is a marked advantage in using the peak BER switching SNRs. The mean and peak switching SNRs, result respectively, in up to a factor of three or 30 reduction in TER respect- ively. The peak BER switching SNRs are preferable for the faster fading channel to the mean BER switching SNRs, because the DER becomes negligible for both sets of switching thresholds, as the channel correlation is reduced. Therefore, the TER tends to the FER, which is much lower for the peak BER switching SNRs. The net result of Figures 8 and 9 is that adaptive modulation improves the quality of the link expressed in terms of TER, while accommodating additional users. In conclusion we note that in this section the system's performance was studied under the assumption of a practical thirdgeneration system framework, which may appear speci c at rst sight. Nonetheless, the ndings of this paper are quite generic, since the most critical system parameters are the frame-and slot duration in terms of the system's e ciency and the values a ecting our system's performance were quite similar to those of other existing standard systems, such as the GSM system 32] or the DECT system 27]. Let us nally conclude our discourse on the latency aspects of adaptive modulation.
CONCLUSIONS
Previous work has shown that adaptive modulation can mitigate the e ects of fading and maintain an arbitrary target mean BER. In this treatise a Markov model has been used to simulate the varying states of an adaptive modem. Two techniques for generating the model were considered, that proposed by Wang and Moayeri 38] , and a more empirical approach, which was able to model non-adjacent modem mode transitions encountered under faster fading conditions. It was concluded that the latter technique was more suitable for higher normalised Doppler frequencies. A bu er was proposed between the source/channel encoder and the modulator, in order to accommodate the variation in throughput induced by the proposed adaptive scheme. This introduced latency and we considered, how the latency varied with the normalised Doppler frequency and average channel SNR in Figures 4 and 5 , for various values of the relative channel utilization factor . It was also demonstrated in Figure 6 that frequency hopping can be employed to overcome this latency. Then a more sophisticated technique, using statistical multiplexing was proposed. The results of statistical multiplexing were presented in Figure 7 . These results identi ed the optimum contention permission probability p for our considered scenario to be around 0.3. All in all, adaptive modulation has a strong case to be used for computer data, where data integrity is much more important than latency. Without losing sight of that, a case study of adaptive modulation versus xed modulation in a low-delay, interactive mobile multi-media scenario was considered in Section 7. The xed modulation and BCH error correction schemes characterised in Table 6 were compared with the adaptive, statistical multiplexing assisted scheme summarised in Table 8 . The comparison identi ed that adaptive modulation and statistical multiplexing may increase the number of users in a system by 25% without an increase in average channel SNR, which is supported by Figure 8 . Furthermore, the quality of service in terms of the TER o ered to the users would be increased by a maximum of a factor of 30, as shown in Figure 9 . These features provide further justi cation for the inclusion of adaptive modulation within a multi-mode UMTS air interface tool-box. Our future work is concentrated on interference cancellation, channel coding, power control and equalisation for adaptive modems. 
APPENDIX: STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXING IMPLEMENTATION
All mobiles are aware of which slots are allocated to which user on the basis of the broadcast information contained in the control slots of Figure 2 . Without statistical multiplexing a slot is allocated to a user unconditionally. Therefore, if the user cannot completely ll that slot with information bits it is still worth transmitting the few information bits that are in the bu er along with some dummy bits. However, with statistical multiplexing a slot only partially lled with information bits by one user could have been completely lled with information bits by another user. Therefore, in the statistical multiplexing experiments a slot that would have only partially be lled with information bits is not transmitted and the bits are queued for the next frame. Figure 10 illustrates the operation of the basestation for employing statistical multiplexing. The processes in the ow-chart are now elaborated upon:
1. Control slots: The base-station occupies the rst two of the 64 slots for transmitting broadcast messages. These slots inform each user as to which slots are allocated to them on the basis of their requirements in the previous frame. All users receive these slots and it is assumed that they are received without errors. Again, the slots are allocated such that for each user all of the pairs of up-and down-link slots in a particular frame are next to each another.
2. More slots in frame?: If there are more slots in the frame (ie the last slot transmitted was not number 64), which have not been considered so far, then they must be processed, otherwise, after considering the last slot in the TDD frame the base-station transmits another pair of broadcast control slots. 5. Burst expected?: If any mobile did transmit in the slot, was it the mobile that was allocated that slot in the control slots? An unexpected mobile transmission could only happen if the slot concerned was not allocated to a speci c user in the broadcast control slot. This, of course, is on the premise that the control slot is successfully received.
6. Burst expected?: If no mobile transmitted in the slot, was the slot allocated to a particular user? This would be the case, if a slot had been allocated to a user, but that user did not have a su cient number of bits in the bu er in order to render their transmission worthwhile. Alternatively, the channel quality was deemed so low that the mobile decided not to jeopardize degrading the BER performance by transmitting.
7. Collision?:If simultaneously more than one burst was received, then the received energy was typically high but the data was corrupted, which was the result of a packet collision condition.
8. Allocate slot to user: This slot is now allocated to the user in question for future frames.
9. BS transmits Burst: No users have used the previous up-link slot, hence the base-station transmits a burst as a 'beacon' for any users, who wish to transmit in the next slot in order to obtain a measure of the channel quality.
10. Reply: One and only one user has transmitted in the previous up-link slot. On the basis of the channel quality the base-station replies using the appropriate modulation scheme. All users, who were permitted to transmit in the next up-link slot, will 'passively receive' this down-link burst in order to estimate the channel quality.
11. Other slots allocated to this user ?: Were there any slots in positions after the current one in the frame allocated to the user who did not transmit in this one?
12. Do not expect further bursts: Other slots allocated to the user in the frame will be available for other users in this and following frames. Having considered the BS's actions, Figure 11 illustrates the operation of the mobile-station for using statistical multiplexing. The processes in the ow-chart are to a certain extent similar to those of the BS's and hence for space economy we refrain from guiding the reader through it. Below it will be demonstrated that the proposed statistical multiplexing scheme will result in reduced latency. This will allow the system throughput to be close to the mean theoretical BPS performance. This is equivalent to saying that may be increased without introducing unacceptable delay. An alternative view is that statistical multiplexing mitigates the varying throughput that results from adaptive modulation. However, statistical multiplexing will result in a variable expected BER of a frame around the mean target BER. This scenario is exempli ed by the situation, where the fading is extremely slow and transmission of several frames takes place, when the SNR is either slightly above, or below, a switching SNR. Speci cally, if the SNR is slightly above a switching SNR, then an intolerable burst of errors may be experienced. Therefore, the peak BER switching SNRs that were portrayed in Table 1 will be used in the following experiments.
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